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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two statements are true regarding the source of Oracle BI
Enterprise Edition Analyses?
A. Analyses cannot be created from multiple subject areas even
though they contain common, conformed dimensions.
B. Analyses can be created from multiple business models as
long as they contain common, conformed dimensions.
C. Analyses can be created from multiple subject areas as long
as at least one metric Is Included from each, and the
Dimensionality Flag is enabled.
D. Analyses can be created with measures from multiple physical
tables defined as sources in a single logical fact table.
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
(single) Which of the following symbols is used to indicate all
terminals in the H.248 protocol?
A. "*"
B. "$"
C. "root"
D. "-"
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
An engineer must configure interface GigabitEthernet0/0 for
VRRP group 10. When the router has the highest priority in the
group, it must assume the master role. Which command set must
be added to the initial configuration to accomplish this task?
A. standby 10 ip 172.16.13.254 255.255.255.0
standby 10 preempt
B. vrrp group 10 ip 172.16.13 254.255.255.255.0
vrrp group 10 priority 120
C. vrrp 10 ip 172.16.13.254
vrrp 10 preempt
D. standby 10 ip 172.16.13.254
standby 10 priority 120
Answer: C
Explanation:
In fact, VRRP has the preemption enabled by default so we don't
need the -vrrp 10 preempt command. The default priority is 100
so we don't need to configure it either. But notice that the
correct command to configure the virtual IP address for the
group is -vrrp 10 ip {ip-address} (not -vrrp group 10 ip ...)
and this command does not include a subnet mask.

NEW QUESTION: 4
For which kind of MPLS deployment is the next-hop-self all
keyword used on a BGP neighbor command?
A. inter-AS MPLS VPN option C
B. inter-AS MPLS VPN option D
C. Unified MPLS
D. MPLS Carrier's carrier
E. 6VPE
Answer: C
Explanation:
Since the core and aggregation parts of the network are
integrated and end-to-end LSPs are provided, the Unified MPLS
solution is also referred to as "Seamless MPLS." New
technologies or protocols are not used here, only MPLS, Label
Distribution Protocol (LDP), IGP, and BGP. Since you do not
want to distribute the loopback prefixes of the PE routers from
one part of the network into another part, you need to carry

the prefixes in BGP. The Internal Border Gateway Protocol
(iBGP) is used in one network, so the next hop address of the
prefixes is the loopback prefixes of the PE routers, which is
not known by the IGP in the other parts of the network. This
means that the next hop address cannot be used to recurse to an
IGP prefix. The trick is to make the ABR routers Route
Reflectors (RR) and set the next hop to self, even for the
reflected iBGP prefixes. In order for this to work, a new knob
is needed. Only the RRs need newer software to support this
architecture. Since the RRs advertise the BGP prefixes with the
next hop set to themselves, they assign a local MPLS label to
the BGP prefixes. This means that in the data plane, the
packets forwarded on these end-to-end LSPs have an extra
MPLS label in the label stack. The RRs are in the forwarding
path.
There are two possible scenarios:
In both scenarios, the ABR sets the next hop to self for the
prefixes advertised (reflected by BGP)
by the ABR from the aggregation part of the network into the
core part. If this is not done, the ABR
needs to redistribute the loopback prefixes of the PEs from the
aggregation IGP into the core IGP.
If this is done, there is no scalability.
In order to set the next hop to self for reflected iBGP routes,
you must configure the neighbor
x.x.x.x next-hop-self all command.
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